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Vying for Victory
.volanne Hess • The Maine Campus
With Maine a battleground, Clinton talks
to students at the UM Recreation Center
By Heather Steeves
Presidential candidate Hillary Clinton spoke in a town forum to University of Maine stu-
dents at the Recreation and Fitness Center. Clinton discussed subjects ranging from health care
to student loan refonn Saturday morning.
"I am tired of hearing about young people who get shut out of college bel:anse they can't
afford it or their families can't afford it," Clinton said. 'When I hear about families that mort-
gage their homes, sell their homes, go deeply into debt, put college expenses on credit cards
and find themselves facing bankruptcy — I do not think a family in Maine should have to sell
or mortgage their home or go into debt to send your child to college."
Clinton proposed a cap on student interest rates and making more loans available through
the government.
Clinton said she would help Maine students by increasing Pell grants and Hope scholar-
ships. 'We need to start making an investment in our young people again. I also want to pro-
vide two years of national service for any young person willing to do it, earn up to $10,000 a
year — which would go directly into college expenses — and I especially want to help peo-
ple who are graduating with so much debt, all of these Maine students with all of this debt. If
you are willing to do a public service job like teaching or nursing or law enforcement, we will
forgive your debt," Clinton said.
See CLINTON on page 3
Eryk Salvaggio • The Maine Campus
Obama speaks to crowd of more than
5000 on path to winning Maine delegates
By Heather Steeves
Thousands of people filled the Bangor Auditorium Saturday afternoon to hear presidential
candidate Barack Obama speak. The stadium met its 5,000 person rapacity early, turning hun-
dreds more away in the line that cut through Bangor's streets and congested its sidewalks for
hours. Obama later won the most delegates at Orono's caucus Sunday.
On Saturday, Obama focused his speech on creating change in America. Ile said he noticed
a shift in the amount of voters in this election. "People have been paying attention. Young peo-
ple especially have been coming out in record numbers. They understand this is their chance
to make their mark."
Turnout for the primaries and caucuses so far this season has broken records, with the
Center for Information & Research on Civic Learning and Engagement calculating New
Hampshire's youth turnout at 43 percent — up from 18 percent from 2004's primaries. Similar
numbers have changed the election outcome in Texas and South Carolina.
"All across the country I meet young people who have got the grades, the will, the desire
to go to college but they don't have the money. They don't have the money so they're bor-
rowing $20,000, $30,000, $40,000 worth of debt," Obama said. "They have got a mortgage
before they even graduate from college. Before they can buy a house they've been loaded up
with debt."
See OBAMA on page 3
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Yes, he did: Orono selects Barack Obama
Hundreds of Orono residents show at
caucus to give Obama a majority of vote
on Sunday, student delegates selected
By Lynnsay Maynard
Sen. Barack Obama won 23 dele-
gates in Orono's Democratic caucus on
Sunday, leaving Sen. Hillary Clinton
with seven delegates. Of the 30 dele-
gates apportioned, at least three dele-
gates in the first precinct were
University of Maine students.
There were 619 Orono residents who
voted in the caucus and 20 absentee
ballots were cast. Orono has 32 dele-
gates, including two super delegates to
send to the state convention. According
to Sue Hart, Orono registrar of voters,
the total number of new registered vot-
ers will be available next week.
Eric Menhert, Orono Democratic
Party chair, spoke to voters before the
caucus began. "This is a record turnout
for the state of Maine," he said to a
cheering crowd.
Jesse Wertheim, a fourth-year
physics major from Orono, was selected
as a delegate for Sen. Obama. Wertheim
was a state delegate in 2004 for Howard
Dean and plans to run for a spot as a
national delegate during this election.
"It's a great time. You get to see
inside the Democratic Party; you get to
run on the platform and most important
for me, you get to run for the national
convention. I really want to do that,"
Wertheim said.
Wertheim said it's important for stu-
dents to be delegates. "We're seeing a
lot of students come out as delegates,
which is great because it means we're
going to be longtime political
activists."
Delegates elected at the municipal
level attend the state convention in
Augusta. For Democrats, the state con-
vention is May 31 through June 1. From
the state convention, delegates are
apportioned to a candidate and attend
the national party convention later in
the summer.
For Jus tin
Davis, a sec-
ond -year
music educa-
tion major, the
idea of a cau-
cus was excit-
ing. "I really
don't know
what to
expect," Davis
said as he sat
with a group of
UMaine stu-
dents.
Davis
attended
Obama's rally
last night and
said he liked
his plans for
student aid.
"Giving
them $4,000 in
exchange for community service, I
think that's great," he said. "It'll cost
some money right off the bat, but you'd
really reap the rewards getting young
people into community service. It
would definitely help out homeless peo-
ple and things like that."
The caucus was scheduled to begin
at 1 p.m. Due to the large amount of
voters who needed to register, the cau-
cus started an hour late. The caucus
location was changed last minute from
the Orono Town Council Chambers to
the Orono High School gymnasium, due
to larger than expected voter turnout.
Leanne Davis, a mental health thera-
pist from Orono, caucused for the first
time to support Clinton. Davis said she
would have preferred a primary. "I feel
out of my comfort zone doing this."
Volunteer Kathy Pollard, artist and
writer from Orono, said this was her
Adrianne Hess 1 The Maine Campus
Orono High School, a Democratic caucus location, filled with people lending their support to various candidates.
second day volunteering for Obama,
after holding a sign and passing out
information at yesterday's rally in
Bangor. Pollard said she supports
Obama because he's dedicated to
change and could represent a larger por-
tion of the American public.
"He has a lot of the attributes of a
world leader," Pollard said. "Even
though Hillary Clinton comes with a lot
of experience, I believe Sen. Obama is
the better candidate."
The bleachers were packed with vot-
ers; fold-out chairs spread across the
gym floor. Several people had to sit on
the floor while participating.
Before the caucus began, voters sat
in their respective wards and mingled
with others who supported their candi-
date. The crowd of caucus-goers includ-
ed Orono residents of all ages, includ-
ing University of Maine students wear-
Community Calendar
MONDAY TUESDAY WEDNESDAY 1
Diversity
Dialogue
12:00 p.m.
Coe Room,
Memorial Union
With Ed Jadallah, part
the Peace Studies
Diversity Dialogues Series.
FEB
11
of
David Cobb
12:00 p.m.
Minsky Recital Hall
Talk politics with 2004
Green Party Presidential
Candidate David Cobb.
Technical
Computing with
MATLAB
9:00 a.m.
Multipurpose Room,
Memorial Union
Free technical session
about how to use MATLAB
as a flexible platform for
use in engineering, math
and science curricula and
research.
FEB
12
Women of
Color: The
UMaine
Experience
12:15 p.m.
Bangor Room, Memorial
Union
With Karina Fernandez,
Laila Sholtz-Ames, Mae
Walters and Terhea
Williams. Part of the
Women in the Curriculum
and Women's Studies
Program Lunch Series.
FEB
13
To submit your event to The Maine Campus Community Calendar, please send time, day,
date, location and fee information to Heather.Steeves@umit.maine.edu or drop it off in our
offices, located in the basement of Memorial Union. Deadlines for submissions are 9 a.m.
Sunday for Monday publication and 9 a.m. Wednesday for Thursday publication.
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ing candidate stickers and waving
signs. Several small children huddled
with their parents and watched the cau-
cus unfold.
Jim Martin, chair of the Penobscot
County Democratic Committee, told
voters that favoritism for a particular
candidate should not stop Orono
Democrats from voting in the
November general election.
"I know I can count on every one of
you to get out there this November to
end this reign of George W. Bush,"
Martin said.
State Rep. Emily Cain spoke to vot-
ers before the caucusing began. Cain
introduced Clinton yesterday at a rally,
held at UMaine.
In addition to voting for presidential
candidates, Orono voters also voted for
municipal offices and convention elec-
tion clerks.
Orono's five-day forecast
Monday I a.m. snow
18
high low
Tuesday I Mostly cloudy
22 17
high low
Wednesday I Snow
27 16
high low
Thursday I Partly cloudy
26 14
high low
Friday I Few snow showers
32 19
high low
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Clinton The audience groaned whenasked about their own student debt
and high-interest student-loan
from page 1 rates, which one audience member
said was almost 30 percent.
"Students are going deeply in debt," Clinton said.
"They are being taken advantage of by these student loan
companies that, I believe, are practicing predatory lend-
ing. I want to end the student loan company's monopoly,
take them out of this business, get back to direct lending."
Direct lending involves students borrowing money
from the government instead of relying on third-party
lenders. Clinton's plan also calls for eliminating subsidies
to these lenders.
Other college-geared plans for Clinton include
expanding science programs, a statement met with stand-
ing applause. "I would also end President Bush's war on
science. This would be a very big deal for universities
like this one."
Clinton spoke about her universal healthcare plan,
•
which she described as the only comprehensive plan pro-
posed by her party. her rival, Barack Obama, is propos-
ing a plan that would not make health care mandatory for
all individuals, as Clinton's would, but which he consid-
ers simpler to access.
Clinton thanked Maine state representative Emily
Cain for having "demonstrated the incredible importance
of getting young people involved in politics. One of the
consequences I hope that will come from this election
this year is that more and more young people will decide
that they too want to be involved."
Both Cain and Governor John Baldacci introduced
Clinton. "We've got to have someone who is ready to hit
the ground running, we've got to have somebody who
knows what to do when they take over and we've got so
much that needs to be done," Baldacci said. "I am so
proud to have the opportunity to vote for a woman."
UMaine's President Robert Kennedy said, "We wor-
ried about how important we were in the national scene
and I think we are seeing just how important we are. For
our students, which is real-
ly the highlight for us
today, it's a wonderful
experience for them to be
involved with national pol-
itics and the electoral
process. Our students are
so engaged in that anyway
that I knew that they would
be excited about this."
lines started before 7
a.m. and wound to
Somerset Ilall. thindreds
of people were turned
away. Sonic of those who
were turned away got the
chance to meet Clinton in
an "eat and greet" event in
Hilltop Commons.
"I think they [students]
7.
4
Adrianne Hess + The Maine Campus
A Clinton Campaign assistant hands out signs to University of Maine students at
Saturday's rally.
Obama
from page 1
Like his rival, Hillary Clinton,
Mania is seeking to simplify the
application process for financial
aid. However, Obama's plan for
higher education includes a $4,000
tax credit for students entering college, called the
ti
•
corn
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A Barack Obama supporter holds up a sign at the
Bangor Auditorium rally.
ME
/0
American Opportunity Tax Credit.
"Every young person needs it. But we are going to ask
something in return of young people. You are going to
have to, for that $4,0(X) a year, you are going to have to
participate in community service." Obama included jobs
such as working in veterans' homes or joining the Peace
Corps as community service.
"A lot of voters, I think, are really on the fence
between Hillary and Barack because they are for a lot of
the same issues so I think it is really important that he
come," said Anna Snow, a third-year environmental sci-
ence major at Ulvlaine. Clinton and Obama spoke simi-
larly on issues of student debt, healthcare, war and edu-
cation.
Hillary Clinton also held a rally in Orono earlier
Saturday. Obama's turnout was nearly three times larger
and louder. Obama's fans held signs and chanted "yes, we
can" as they waited hours for him to come to the small
stage in the middle of the room. Nose-bleed seats filled
while still more people waited in the line outside, to no
avail.
"I felt there was a unified energy in the crowd at
Obama's rally, due to the increased amount of people but
mostly from his inspiring speech. Clinton's perhaps felt
more special since it happened at the university, and that
was seen in the students," said Kyle Kernan, a second-
year English major.
Other UMaine students agreed. "Going to a
Hillary appearance is a political event like all others.
In stark contrast, seeing Obama speak was a multi-
cultural and social experience that I would recom-
mend to any," said Walter Lazarz. a second-year con-
struction management technology major. "Obama's
audience was a remarkable smattering of virtually
every demographic: white, black, Hispanic, Asian,
rich, poor, well-schooled and little-schooled, young
and old. It was amazing to see."
()barna addressed arguments that have been made
about him such as his inexperience, his lack of specifici-
ty and his naivete. "That's just folks trying to bamboozle
Adrianne Hess • The Maine Cainpus
Governor Baldacci stands behind Sen. Hillary Clinton
as she greets audience members at Saturday's rally.
have felt very strongly about the direction of this country
over the past year. lt has been young people who I talk to
that go overseas who say 'maybe our country is not as
well liked as it used to bc," BBaldacci said.
Eryk Sulmggio contributed to this report.
•
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Barack Obama meets with supporters at his Saturday
speech. More than 5000 attended.
you," he said as he addressed each argument..
Obama spoke about ending the war in Iraq by 2009.
He commended young veterans who have done "every-
thing that has been asked of them." He said that he
plans to help take care of veterans. Some of the other
topics he spoke on were teacher salaries, healthcare,
ending discrimination and generating greener energy
sources.
Mama shook hands with the people in the streets who
were turned away at the door when the auditorium met its
capacity.
Eryk Sulvaggio contributed to tins report.
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Police
Beat
Assault at Wells
The best from Orono, Old Town and
UMaine 's finest
At approximately 1:30 a.m. Sunday
Feb. 10, a female student reported being
sexually assaulted at Wells Commons by
a male she had met earlier in the evening.
The incident happened while the victim
and the suspect were walking home from
an off-campus location. The suspect is
believed to be a 21-year-old white male,
described as being 5'11" with a thin
build and brown hair. He was wearing a
baseball hat, blue jeans and a blue long-
sleeved shirt with a large square on the
back with the number seven. He was also
wearing a black jacket with white stripes
on the sleeves.
Anyone with information can call
Public Safety at 581-4040 or report it
anonymously through the Campus Eyes
Web site umaine.edui publicsafety/ cam-
puseyes.htm.
59-year-old man found
in Class of 44 hall
Two witnesses reported on Feb. 6 that
they had seen a homeless man hiding in
the Class of 1944 Hall for the past couple
days. Officers found the 59-year-old man
off of a storage room. The man is from
the area, but has no connections to the
university. He was escorted from the
premises and given a ride to the Bangor
Homeless Shelter. He was issued a warn-
ing for criminal trespassing.
Snow stops for no one
A traffic accident was reported at 8:15
a.m. on Feb. 5. A woman tried to stop her
Pontiac Grand Am at the stop sign on
Belgrade Road and Belgrade Spur.
Snowy conditions caused her to skid onto
an island and drive over the stop sign.
The estimated damage amounts to $350.
Snowy tracks lead to
smoky summons
Two people were spotted crawling into
a basement window in Cumberland Hall
by an officer on patrol. When the officer
entered the building, he found fresh snow
prints leading to the elevator. As he
ascended the stairs, he met three subjects
coming down the stairs. The officer ques-
tioned where they had been, and they
indicated that they were in a second-floor
room for an hour. Their shoes were wet
and matched the prints the officer found
earlier. The two males then admitted they
had crawled through the window.
Throughout the interaction with the offi-
cer, Adam Rice, 18, Orono, continually
put his left hand in his pants pocket and
was asked to empty it to ensure the offi-
cer's safety. Rice revealed a glass pipe
and a small bag of marijuana. Rice was
summonsed for possession of marijuana
and paraphernalia. Later, police discov-
ered that Rice had been banned from the
building and he was issued an additional
summons for criminal trespassing.
FYI: people steal iPods
While running in the field house on
Feb. 6, a female student checked her bag
and found that her iPod had been stolen.
She reported that she had been in the
field house between 4 p.m. and 8:30 p.m.
The iPod is valued at $250.
Compiled by Melinda Hart
-.....•••••••••••-
Be nice to animals.Doctor tiChirac c
Are You Ready to Accept the Challenge?
The Logan Doctor of Chiropractic program includes extensive
study in science, physiotherapy, nutrition, radiology, clinical
sciences, chiropractic techniques, business training and
extensive clinical rotations.
Students also have the opportunity to combine their
chiropractic education with a unique Master's degree in
I Sports Science & Rehabilitation (MS/DC).
Specialties Within Chiropractic:
• Sports Rehab • General Practice
• Pediatrics • Neurology
• Geriatrics
• Radiology
• Acupuncture
• Orthopedics
• Research
• Personal Injury
Contact Logan University at www.logan.edu for
an into packet to your future as a Doctor of
Chiropractic.
LOGAN
11( ,1 11110 ,rk \k :1,
www.logan.edu
1-800-533-9210
loganadm@logan.edu
A student ambassador
returns to Honduras
UMaine student lives in back of a store while
helping orphans and elderly people in need
By Meghan Hayward
Shoulder to shoulder and bump after bump in a van that could barely fit the
occupants, let alone their luggage, is how Emily Little arrived to what would
be her home in Honduras for two weeks. Her home was the back of a local
store.
"It was quite hilarious because myself and the two others girls housed in
the store were the town's gossip," Little said. "Everyone kept coming into the
store and talking about how three young Americans were staying in the back
of the store."
While it was a challenging experience, Little said they had clean running
water and there were no bugs because they lived in a store.
Despite a few bumps in the road, Little will return to Honduras for her
third time this February and March. "The people are the main reason why I
keep going back," Little said. "The people are the epitome of why you would
go.
Little said there was a welcoming atmosphere when she arrived and was
immediately greeted with hugs and kisses. "They want you to be part of their
lives," Little said. "It's great to do service there because they are willing to
tell you what they need and what they want."
Little is making the trip through a Spanish class at the University of Maine.
Five years ago, the trip started through the Spanish department and has
expanded to encompass other majors. Since Little is taking it through Spanish
class, all her journals and projects will be presented in Spanish. This years'
trip will also include the group Engineers Without Borders.
Little will mostly work at the two orphanages or the home for the elderly.
One of the orphanages is for malnourished children whose parents don't have
the ability or finances to take care of them.
f t
"The people are the main reason why I keep going back."
Emily Little
UMaine student
"These children come to the orphanage very sick and once they are healthy
are usually returned to their family," Little said. "The other orphanage is for
older girls which is a more permanent setting."
The home for the elderly is one of Little's favorite places. Most of the
occupants are beggars or homeless. "The stories the elderly have and the
insight they can give you about how Honduras was before, and how it's
changing in good ways and bad is one of the main reasons I enjoy going to
the elderly home," Little said. "You certainly see the globalization that has
touched the lives of them."
While most people would say their least favorite part about the trip is the
lack of hot water and the bugs, Little said she doesn't mind that at all.
"My least favorite part is leaving Honduras and coming back to the United
States," Little said. While in Honduras she heard a lot of stories that were dif-
ficult to listen to.
"A lot of these stories have to do with big businesses from places like the
United States and Europe," Little said. "It's hard to hear their stories and then
see what we have compared to them." Little also said that despite their hard-
ships they don't blame the United States.
Other stories that have stuck with Little are of the elderly being mistreat-
ed by their caregivers. Little said she met one woman and could not believe
her creativity despite the hardships she endured. "She can take the smallest
amount of material and create something beautiful," she said. "She's very
intelligent and yet she's never had any education." The woman did embroi-
dery and knitting.
"The appreciation shown by the town and the people we work with is
enough to make me want to keep going back," Little said.
This year Little will be accompanied by her mother, a nurse practitioner,
who will offer her services to the community.
Little encourages anyone interested in making this trip to contact her on
FirstClass.
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I-1 College of Education & Human Development
Applications for Full Semester Student Teaching/Internships are now
available at the Student Teaching Office, 130 Shibles Hall.
Application deadline is Monday, February 11, 1007
for students ready to begin an internship in the Fall 2008 Semester.
For further information, call Pamela Kimball at 581.2456.
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Lecture offers insight into the
history of Iraq and extremism
Series recieves $15,000 from anonymous donor who hopes to
allow more conservative voices to be heard on campus
By Derek Dobachesky
University of Maine students packed into a
crowded room to hear from an experienced
voice on foreign policy last Monday.
Charles Fairbanks, a senior fellow at the
Hudson Institute in Washington, D.C., deliv-
ered a lecture on "The Iraq War and the
Lifespan of Extremism." It started at 3:10 p.m.
in Donald P. Corbett Hall on Feb. 4.
Fairbanks detailed the two main insurgent
factions in Iraq, the Shi'a Mahdi Army led by
Muqtada al-Sadr and the Sunnis led by al-
Qaida, and the extremist ideologies behind
those factions. He asserted "The Iraq war and
extremism are related topics."
He then moved
on to chronologi-
cally detail the
events of the Iraq
war and the cur-
rent debate in
America sur-
rounding the
U.S.' involvement
in the country.
As Fairbanks
sees it, there is
one clear drawback to al-Qaida and other
groups' suicide-bombing tactics: their most
dedicated members quickly disappear, thus
limiting their ability to achieve continued suc-
cess. There is a debate amongst people who
"hate the U.S. like poison" as to whether to use
suicide bombing tactics, according to
Fairbanks.
The lecture hall, which seats 70, was filled
to capacity, and there was standing-room only
for the overflow of students. ,After Fairbanks'
speech; he engaged in a question-and-answer
period which lasted about 25 minutes.
The lecture series was started by a $15,000
donation given by an anonymous donor. It
offers Michael Palmer, professor of political
science, the intermediary grant for a guest lec-
ture series.
With the series, Palmer seeks to bring dif-
ferent voices to campus with the series, a goal
which he and the donor share. The donor is
interested in renewing funding next year.
Of the donor, Palmer said: "It was clearly
someone who wants some lecturers to be
brought on campus who are not the usual kind
of lecturers who arc brought on campus. So
they want someone who isn't going to.come to
campus and talk about the Iraq war and say,
'America caused al-Qaida, America caused
Islamic extremism."
Hosain Aghamoosa, a first-year internation-
al affairs major who attended the Fairbanks
lecture, found him to be knowledgeable,
though he had differences of opinions on the
topic.
"It provoked a lot of emotions from all of the
people and a lot of ideas, and I think that is
the main point of a lecture series."
"He had a lot
of historical facts
and a lot of ideas
that he threw out
there. ... I can't
say that I agreed
with everything
he said but I
think it was a
good point to
have him here. It
provoked a lot of
emotions from all of the people and a lot of
ideas, and I think that is the main point of a
lecture series."
Fairbanks worked as a research professor in
international relations at Johns Hopkins
University and served as a deputy assistant
secretary in the state department for Ronald
Reagan's administration. He addressed a two-
tier topic. He first focused on an overview of
the Iraq war and then described various
extremist movements and governments and
what can be learned and applied to the Iraq war
from these past examples.
The next lecture will be given by author
Mark Faulkner on March 21. The lecture was
the first of the new Program in Western
Civilization and American Liberty series,
which will include three more lectures
throughout the semester.
Hosain Aghamoosa
International Affairs Major
Adventures in space
UM prof. explains dangers to History Channel
By Sara Breau
Students watching the History
Channel on Feb. 5 may have caught a
glimpse of a fact that they. recog-
nized. Author, astrophysicist and pro-
fessor of physics Neil Comfits was
featured on the channel's Space
Travel show, a part of "ilie Universe"
production.
Comins spoke mainly of his
knowledge regarding the dangers of
spar'. travel.
"I was interested in looking at all
of the possible hazards of space —
from radiation, collisions, problems on
actual planets, medical and psycholog-
ical problems experienced by space
travelers and mechanical failure,"
Comins said. The motivation to write
a book on these issues came from
good friend and editor (lift' Mills, who
became sick during the writing of the
book and was fontd to retire.
Comins noted that the hazards to
space travelers can be severe and
wide-ranging. Many astronauts will
initially experience limited muscle
control upon arriving in space.
"The loss of muscle control is a
similar experience to that of someone
who has had too much alcohol,"
Comins said. "As adaptable as we are
as humans, though, most space travel-
ers learn fairly quickly how. to adjust to
accommodate this."
Other physical effects of space
travel include the loss of bone density
and bright flashes of light caused by
particles coming into contact with the
retina or optic nerve.
Also in space, digestion sometimes
fails and medicines have a much short-
er shelf life, which can be problematic
for someone dealing with a chronic
disease.
Many times, travelers become
bored and lose interest in tasks and
their reason for being in space. It is
also common for astronauts to form
cliques, which is dangerous when
everyone must be working together
for a safe and successful journey. The
disinterest usually dissipates toward
the end of the trip, said Comins. The
travelers remember the excitement
they felt when departing for space and
realize what a great thing they are a
part of and the enthusiasm tends to
reemerge.
He is also the author of several
textbooks, including what is currently
the largest-selling astronomy textbook
in the world.
"A lot of our professors are just
really cool people, they have these
interesting fives outside of their jobs
here that we don't even know about,"
said first-year journalism major Betsy
Caron when she heard about the work
COMillS has done.
Comins became a professor at the
University of Maine after having first
earned his undergraduate degree at
Cornell University and his Ph.D. at the
University College in Wales.
Attention:
All Student Government Board, Community
Association, Committee & Club Members
Budget packets for the 08-09 fiscal year are available now in the
Student Government Financial Affairs Office (FAO), Room 152,
on the ground floor of the Memorial Union during regular office hours.
These packets can be obtained on a daily basis through Thursday, March 20, 2008.
Some organizations have been assigned mailboxes in the Wade Center for Student
Leadership. For these organizations, the packets have been placed there already.
The only organizations that need an appointment scheduled with the VPFA
are Student Entertainment, Legal Services, Boards and Community Association
representatives. A list of appointment times will be available in the FAO for these
organizations.
REQUIREMENTS: Your club must be considered active, attained final approval
status and the president and treasurer must be undergraduate students. To check
your club status, please come to the FAO as soon as possible.
DEADLINE: Completed forms must be submitted
to the Financial Affairs Office by
Friday, March 21st, 2008 at 3pm.
For more information, contact Susan Poll at 1-1778.
UM researchers go egg
hunting in Orono pools
Scientists seek evidence of endangered species
By Jessica Begin
As of last fall sienificant vernal
pool habitats are protected under the
Natural Resources Protection Act
(NRPA). The new law will focus on
protected natural resources, which
may include the Orono wetlands
University of Maine students are help-
ing to conserve.
On Feb. 6 the Society for
Conservation Biology (SCB) met to
discuss vernal pools and their signifi-
cance. Aram Calhoun, the faculty
advisor for the Maine Student Chapter
of the SCB addressed the four charac-
teristics used to identify a "significant"
vernal pool.
Vernal pools are breeding grounds
for wood frogs, blue-spotted and spot-
ted salamanders and fairy shrimp. In
order to be considered a significant
vernal pool, at least one of these
species must be present.
Calhoun discussed the characteris-
tics of each of these creatures, outlin-
ing the necessity for the venial pools to
be documented so the four indicator
species will not become extinct.
Documentation of vernal pools pre-
vents the loss of these pools and the
terrestrial habitats around them which
can lead to the loss of amphibian
species, a decrease in biodiversity and
a decline in the amount of food avail-
able for other animals that live in or
around these areas.
The process of documenting these
species was covered by Dawn
Morgan, a graduate student from the
school of ecology and environmental
sciences.
In the spring Morgan, Calhoun and
volunteers will go to these pools to
count egg masses. According to
Calhoun, the documentation of these
pools will get them on the map,
"Without them on the map, we
wouldn't be able to discuss it now."
. According to legislation their must
be a certain number of eggs in order
for the pool to be considered signifi-
cant. Finding these egg masses some-
times poses problems, especially in the
case of the blue-spotted salamander,
which "often times goes overlooked."
Morgan discussed the need for
community involvement in the proj-
ect. The areas being mapped include
Orono, Veazie, Scarborough and
sturounding towns.
Community involvement means
documenting the vernal ixrols will be
less expensive.
Field assessments will include
information about hydrology which is
evidence of water flowing in or out of
the pool, egg mass counts and the pres-
ence of rare, threatened, or endangered
species. All this infomiation will be
used to help document the integrity of
the surrounding land use. According to
the new legislation, anyone wanting to
do any activity near a significant ver-
nal pool must receive a permit to do so.
This activity includes building, cutting
down trees, or any other activity which
may disturb the pools.
The SCB meeting was attended
by students from a variety of
majors, including wildlife ecolo-
gy, forestry, and biology.
Those interested in volunteering
can contact Aram Calhoun or Dawn
Morgan on FirstClass for more
information.
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UM's wish 'grant'ed
Maine leads states in increasing research
By Megan Neff
This month, a sensor developed at
the University of Maine has been rec-
ognized as a National Science
Foundation notable achievement of
2008. The sensor can detect several
chemical agents that could potential-
ly cause serious health risks.
The project helped bring in rough-
ly $250,000 worth of grants for the
team, led by Professor John Vetelino,
to continue their research, which has
been ongoing for the past four years.
As a result of this research,
Vetelino has been awarded another
$400,000 from the National Science
Foundation to begin the developinent
of a new sensor that would detect
peroxide-based explosives.
Research grants are highly com-
petitive. According to Paul Millard,
an associate professor who worked
with Vetelino and the research team,
less than 10 percent of grant applica-
tions are approved. Despite this,
UMaine led all states in the percent-
age increase for academic research
from 1992 until the year 2006.
Researchers who receive grants
do not pay for utilities or use of uni-
versity space. Instead, the university
'skims,' or takes a certain percentage
from each grant in order to absorb
indirect costs, such as lighting or use
of the university's space. Sometimes
up to 50 percent of the grants
received for a given project will pay
the salaries of those involved.
Laura Lindenfeld, an assistant
professor who works to secure grants
for the university, explained that the
university skims about eight to 50
percent from grants, depending on
where the grant came from.
"For grants from the National
Science Foundation, or the
Department of Defense, 48 percent of
every dollar goes to the university,"
she said. The money that the univer-
sity receives can be used any way it
deems necessary. Because grants are
received with a time limit, there's no
way to tell how much the university
will receive each year.
For the $650,000 that Vetelino
and his team have brought to the uni-
versity, about $312,000 of it went
directly to the university for school
use.
"The money received through
the grants is only guaranteed for the
life of the grant," Lindenfeld
explained. As such, the money gen-
erated from research projects does-
n't affect things like tuition because
of the uncertainty of grants.
Portions of grants pay the salaries of
professors and other instructors that
make up the university's staff, so it
does aid students.
Researchers receive these funds
for a specific project. The use of all
funds must be properly outlined and
adhered to in order for a grant appli-
cation to be accepted.
Any changes that are made con-
cerning the use of funds must be
approved by whichever agency pro-
vided the funds, as well as the uni-
versity. Grants are typically awarded
for six months up to a year, but it's
not unheard of for grants to be award-
ed for up to five years for a project.
Public Notification:
Closing of Cutler Health Center Pharmacy
As the pharmacist is leaving Cutler Health Center, located at 5721 Long Road on UMaine's
campus in Orono, the state licensed Pharmacy will be closing as of
February 28, 2008.
If you currently have a prescription with remaining refills at Cutler Health Center you will
still be able to receive a refill(s) prior to the February 28, 2008 closing date.
Hours of operation at Cutler Health Center are Monday through Friday from 10:00
a.m. to 5:00 p.m.
Starting February 29, 2008
All prescriptions and patient profiles not transferred to another pharmacy will be available
and accessible at:
Orono Pharmacy Inc
16 Mill Street
Orono, ME.
Please contact Orono Pharmacy at 207-866-3800, AFTER February 28 with any ques-
tions or concerns regarding your prescription.
You also may have your prescriptions refills transferred or new prescriptions filled
at a Pharmacy of your choice.
In addition, the University of Maine through Cutler Health Center has partnered
with Orono Pharmacy and Miller Drug to meet your prescription medication needs.
Both pharmacies currently offer delivery services upon request. The University is
investigating additional convenient delivery services to all campus locations in-
cluding Cutler Health Center. Updates will be provided as soon as we have more in-
formation on this service.
Both Pharmacies accept most insurance prescription cards, MaineCare and the University's
Student Health Insurance Plan.
For further information,
please contact
Cutler Health Center Pharmacy at
207 581-4007
before February 28, 2008 HEALTH CENTER
CUTLER
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A note on our
caucus coverage
Regular readers of The Maine Campus may notice
that campaign coverage for the Democratic caucuses
and candidates have recieved more attention than coy:-
erage of the Republican caucuses.
The reason for this is comes down to the simple
fact that two major Democratic candidates have come
to the greater Bangor area, whereas only one
Republican candidate, Ron Paul, has come to the state.
While Republican caucuses have seen a record-set-
ting youth turnout, the absentee balloting for the
Orono Democratic Caucuses alone matched it.
Democrats are in a race where two figures are in line
for a candidacy that would be a first in history: either
the first female candidate or the first African-
American candidate from the two parties to seek the
office of the presidency.
The Maine Campus has not endorsed a candidate
or a party, nor could it — the editorial staff runs the
gamut politically, and even if we did not see a conflict
of interest to endorse a political candidate, it's also
unlikely that we could agree on one.
The excitement of voters is palpable, especially on
a college campus that is being heavily courted by
Democratic politicians.
We applaud the efforts of both parties in drawing
out the college vote, and are pleased to see the chang-
ing role of college students and young people as they
embrace the political process.
The Maine Campus seeks to inform and educate its
readers on ways to get actively involved in the politi-
cal process, but will not endorse any party or candi-
dates.
The above editotial is written by the editorial board, whose members
are Fryk Salvaggio, Derek Dobachesky, David Daupbinee, Brett
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An uncast vote is a vote for
perpetuating the status quo
Brett Sowerby
"I don't vote because I don't agree with the way the
system is run." "I don't vote because I don't know enough
about the candidates running." "I don't vote because it's
too time-consuming." "I don't care enough to vote."
"There's no difference between the candidates." "My vote
doesn't matter." These are the myriad reasons I hear reg-
ularly on why my peers do not vote.
These are perhaps the most irksome bundle of state-
ments uttered in my presence. The fact that someone
could take the inalienable right of voting and toss it aside
like so much stale garbage boggles my mind. This is, in a
basic sense, the piece of our lifestyle that separate us
from that of a fascist, oppressive state that controls our
freedom.
People that do not vote should not be able to complain
about government issues. If they were actually concerned
about how their country was run, they would have cared
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
Letters to the editor should be no longer than 300 words in length
and should include the author's name, address, academic major or job
title and phone number or e-mail address. The Maine Campus reserves
the right to edit submissions for length and clarity.
The Maine Campus
5748 Memorial Union
Orono 04469-5748
opinion@malnecampus.com
enough to take the 30 minutes required to go to the polls
and vote. Was that episode of "America's Next Top
Model" really worth having no say in what direction our
country is sent?
Does anyone really want to live in a country where our
rights are decided not by popular vote, but by "big broth-
er" — people that don't care what everyone wants, just
the voting ones? If no one was to vote — make their voic-
es heard in the silence of connecting arrows of assent —
the people in power will assume that everyone is OK with
the status quo.
The goal of elected officials is to receive at least one
more vote than their opponent. In achieving this goal,
they will position their platforms to the appeal closest to
the majority of the voting populace. People running for
office will not even try to mold their positions toward
people who will not vote. Although this is a confusing
idea, it essentially means that if you don't vote, you don't
matter.
This is of special importance because of the tight races
to follow this year. Even if you failed to make it to either
caucus, you still have a chance to vote this November.
In the last presidential election, there was a record
turnout for voters, with nearly 61 percent of eligible vot-
ers coming out. If 61 percent of the electorate is a record,
at least 40 percent of America's tax-paying people are not
regularly represented in any given election. Why would
candidates bother to find out what positions those people
have and try to adopt those views?
As it stands right now, President George W. Bush's
approval rating, according to the most recent poll run by
the Associated Press, is at a meager 30 percent.
l'heoretically, if Bush was allowed to run for a third term
and all 30 percent of his supporters voted — and with a
similar total percentage of the country voting — he could
handily win the election.
See VOTE on page 9
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There are no right and
wrong ways to view
Valentine's Day
Derek Dobachesky
Just about this time every year, an
ongoing debate seems to pick up steam.
We've all heard it before — the unhap-
py single people complaining about how
they don't have dates, the rants about how
Valentine's Day is a sham of a corporate
holiday designed to increase I lallmark's
sales and the happy couples defending the
holiday. There are also the arguments that
one shouldn't buy into the holiday
bee use it's a prescribed day to celebrate
love.
Last year, there were advertisements
around campus supporting an alternative
holiday called International Quirkyalone
Day. According to its Web site,
quirkyalone.net, the holiday is "a celebra-
tion of all kinds of
love: romantic, pla-
tonic, familial and,
yes, self-love."
Although I'm not
really enthusiastic
about the holiday and
the argument about it
being a "Hallmark
holiday" does hold
some weight with me,
I'll admit a little
secret: I do have a soli
of nagging instinct
that I should have a romantic Valentine's
Day when I'm single. I do have a gut
reaction when I see things like
Quirlcyalone Day and hear criticisms of
Valentine's Day to write them off as the
bitter ramblings of unhappy single peo-
ple.
The pressure to enter into relationships
in this society exists, whether we like it or
not The problem is when people buy into
it too much, to the point where they do not
evaluate where they personally stand — if
they are satisfied and complete enough on
their own to enter a mutually satisfactory
relationship. One in which both partners
The pressure to enter
into relationships in
this society exists,
whether we like it or
not. The problem is
when people buy into
it too much.
enter with their convictions on the most
important values in life, but can compro-
mise on the details.
So, even though I have a gut instinct
to write off the anti-Valentine's Day senti-
ments, the truth is that the pm-relationship
pressures which pm-Valentine's Day sen-
timents encourage should be resisted. If
one does not have his or her house in
order, it's not a good idea to invite some-
one else into it.
This is not to say that those who are in
satisfying relationships shouldn't enjoy
the holiday. To the contrary, anyone who
believes it is a good thing to publicly cel-
ebrate loving relationships should do so.
Likewise, if one is single and decides to
go out on a romantic
date to celebrate, that's
fuse as well.
However, people
who are single for
whatever reason and
don't see themselves
having much success
with romance leading
into Valentine's Day
should do as
Quiticyalone Day sug-
gests and see it as "cel-
ebration of romance,
freedom and individuality." They should
realize that being satisfied with one's self
and understanding one's own goals and
motivations is the foundation of every-
thing else that's worthwhile in life.
The point is to make your own deci-
sions and respect those that others make.
If you do this, there's no need to either
trash on Valentine's Day or make anyone
else feel bad about being single on this
day.
Derek Dobachesky is not that quirky
and doesn think that love stinks, but he is
alone.
Vote
I, for one, am
fed up with pro-
gressive-minded
from page 8 people seeing no
point in voting.
Voting should be something people
take pride in, something they look
forward to, something that makes
them feel like citizens of a commu-
nity.
LHEAm.
As cliche as it is to end with
someone else's words, I will end
with an appropriate quote from
Plato, "The penalty that good men
pay for not being interested in poli-
tics is to be governed by men worse
than themselves."
Brett Sowerby doesn't care what
side of the aisle you sit on — as long
as you vote.
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• Change we can't believe in
Obama and Hillary
peddling positive
messages to Maine
Megan Neff
This past Saturday, the University of
Maine and the city of Bangor received vis-
its from Sen. IIillary Clinton and Sen.
Barack Obama, respectively. I was fortu-
nate enough to attend both events and, first
and foremost, I have to say that both
speeches were impressive.
Sen. Clinton's morning 'town hall' style
meeting was extremely decisive and
informative. She inspired a strong sense of
confidence in her and her integrity. There
was absolutely no doubt in my mind that
she was comfortable in her opinions and
knowledgeable on the subjects she brought
up and that were brought up to her in the
question-and-answer session. That said,
when speaking passionately, she often
reverted back to the 'ideal' time of the
1990s. It was here that she and Barack
Obama seemed to contrast most greatly.
One of my biggest disappointments in the
Bush administration is their cast of charac-
ters. Those in appointed positions are literal-
ly a 'Who's Who' of the Nixon administra-
tion and beyond. With Hillary Clinton and
her high opinion of her husband's adminis-
tration, I couldn't help but worry that she
would fill the government with all-too-famil-
iar faces if she were to win the nomination
and ultimately the election. The 1990s were a
decent time, but they've passed now, and our
government is in need of new, innovative
ideas and young, fresh faces.
Sen. Obama's speech catered to a much
larger crowd of about 5,000. His speech
was more motivational as opposed to
informative. He centered his message on
change, which is a familiar-enough theme,
not only in the White llouse. Instead, he
spoke about bringing young, new people to
our crooked and corrupt government. He
conveyed the sense that he didn't want
more of the same faces, be they from the
1970s or the 1990s. Ile was a true embodi-
ment of Camelot.
We're not just electing a president, but
an entire government. Experience is impor-
tant, but once upon a time new, young faces
and new, young ideas were in charge and
they were getting things done like never
before. As Sen. Obama stated in his speech,
Martin Luther King Jr. had a dream, but he
did not settle for something less because his
dream seemed impossible. Eventually it
came true, with hard work and persever-
ance.
Perhaps things that we believed too good
to be true in a government are possible.
Cynicism has had its reign over American
politics, but this is a country where it's said
that anything is possible. It's time our gov-
ernment reflected that sentiment.
Megan Neff is a second-year journalism
major.
Girlfriends need not
fear flirtatious and
bodacious babes
Hillary Leeman
Are you thinking about starting a fancy new
relationship this semester? Well you should
probably take a minute to figure out how you
feel about cheating. Yes it's true — before this
new romance blosstoms, you may want to ask
yourself how you feel about cheating. More
specifically, what's the difference between
cheating and harmless flirting? Where do you
draw the line? I want to investigate this line,
and determine just how innocent coquetry can
be so drastically misinterpreted by a significant
other.
I know I used a whole bunch of big words
there, and I apologize to anyone expecting an
easy read. But I would like to know: what is the
harm in being a flirt? Over winter break, I spent
some time in bars, some time flirting and a little
time looking for that elusive "New Year's Eve
Kiss" guy. Luckily, I managed to find several
bars that had not yet outlawed flirting, and I
went to town. I flirted with boys, girls, plants,
food, furniture ... I unabashedly did my civic
duty to my readers and other single girls out
there.
As for those of you wondering about your
significant others and myself: flirting is a char-
acter trait, not a habit, and you can't break it in
21 days. With that said, why don't people under-
stand this simple fact? It seems like people will
argue with their lovers until they're blue in the
face, as though they can change their personali-
ties on a whim.
Where did the term "shameless" flirting
come from? As though there once existed some
shame in the whole act? Flirting is an act of
courage, a perfotmance that is fine-tuned for
each individual audience and a highly skilled
show of playfulness.
Yet I see guys getting shockingly irate with
their ladies for chatting with the busboy. I have
seen too many people bellowing "Why don't
you just get a room?!" to their dates. The
amount of jealous ladies dragging their
boyfriends away from my cleavage is down-
right alarming! It's not really about the cleav-
age...
I'll always be a flirt, most likely long after I
have to wear dentures. This is true of every flirt
out there, whether he or she is mild-mannered or
a powerhouse of dalliance. What I simply can't
understand is the jealousy that is expressed on
account of what is so innocent to the flirt and
flirt-ee.
If you're going to flip out at your girlfriend
for talking, don't forget to yell at her when she
fusses over her kitten, giggles with her girl-
friends or sings to herself in the shower. If you
decide to go to a bar with your boyfriend and
you're going to be dragging him away from
every girl he strikes up a conversation with, then
don't go out with him. If you think it's because
he's going to cheat on you, then you're the one
with the problem. Jealousy won't turn a cheater
into a faithful man, nor will it make him not
want to cheat on you. If you're dating a cheater,
you need to dump his ass and move on.
On the other hand, if it's just pure and harm-
less flirting, then you need to chill out and stop
acting like every girl he talks to is going to jump
him. I implore all the jealous fools out there:
just relax, please! If you think we flirts are all
about getting with a person that already has
someone sleeping in their bed, then you really
don't know much about us. It's not about scor-
ing a cuddle buddy; it's just about flexing our
flirting muscles and staying fresh. Come on,
we're not that desperate.
Hillary Leeman is a senior molecular biolo-
gy major who doesnl want your girlfriend to be
her girlfriend too.
Lidral Duo
Chamber Jazz Afternoon
Concert Series
4:15 p.m
Thursday, Feb. 14
The Bear's Den
Punk Show
USA Waste, Clinic Bomb,
Full Contact Kitty and
Rattlesnake Slim
5 p.m.
Saturday, Feb. 16
20 lvers St.
Brewer, ME
$5
"In Plain Sight"
Art by John Whalley
Artist talk: 5:30 p.m.
Thursday, Feb. 14
Opening reception: 5:30 p.m.
Friday, Feb. 15
Lord Hall
Currier and Ives Exhibit
Original lithographs on loan
9 a.m. to 4 p.m.
Page Farm and Home
Museum
Art by Engineers
Open all day, all week
Engineering Science
Research
A Legacy of Collecting: the
Vincent A. Haagen Years
9 a.m to 5 p.m
University of Maine Museum
of Art
Norumbega Hall (Bangor)
Free with MaineCard, $3 w/out
New Writing Series
Mel Nichols and Rod Smith
4:30 p.m.
Thursday, Feb. 14
Soderberg, Jenness Hall
"The Marriage of Figaro"
School of the Performing Arts
Opening night: Friday, Feb. 15
at 7:30 p.m.
& Saturday, Feb. 16 at 7:30
p.m.
& Sunday, Feb. 17 at 2 p.m.
"The Last of the Red Hot
Lovers"
Friday, Feb. 15 at 8 p.m.
& Saturday, Feb. 16 at 5 p.m.
& Sunday, Feb. 17 at 2 p.m.
Penobscot Theatre
MPAC Film Series
"Darwin's Nightmare"
7 p.m.
Thursday, Feb. 14
Little Hall, Room 140
"The Story of Stuff"
Discussion to follow
12:30 p.m. to 1:30 p.m.
Thursday, Feb. 7
Winslow Hall
If you would like your
event posted in The Maine
Campus Style calendar, send
time, day, date, place and fee
information to Brett Sowerby
on FirstClass
Style Culture
Who said that engineering was all about calculus and
things we don't understand? Students from the art-engi-
neering club organized various art pieces that exempli-
fied their talents and creativity in the club's fourth-annu-
al art exhibit. Pieces included a five-foot pepper grinder,
an enlarged photograph of snowflakes and art already
made by the students in previous classes.
Engineering professors Will Manion and Edward
Nagy started the show to recognize and promote the
creativity that the engineering profession requires.
"The engineering curriculum focuses primarily on the
technical skills required to be an engineer, but it is well
known that creative problem solving is one of the skills
that separates the really good engi-
neers," Nagy said, adding that those
skills aren't necessarily taught in the
general engineering curriculum.
The exhibit gave students the chance
to meet with sponsoring companies.
Company Woodard and Cumin, an envi-
ronmental engineering consulting firm,
sponsored the prize for Best
Environmentally Sponsored Art. This
year, SEA consulting is sponsoring Most
Daring. Other sponsored categories
included the University of Maine pick
given out from the [Maine foundation,
Geographically Inspired Art bestowed
by Pen Bay Media, Art by a Woman in
Engineering given out by the UMaine
Bookstore and the most Sustainable Art
based on the use of recycled materials.
LiMaine graduate Robert Fisher won three awards,
including Most Daring for "Paul Runyan's Pepper Mill."
The pepper grinder was constructed with discarded
materials. Fisher used a lathe to design curves into the
wood and put the grinder, which included a long metal
rod through the post attached to a metal duck, which
grinds the pepper. Fisher says that he loves the challenge
of putting something together — especially from some-
one else's garbage. Fisher also won Most Sustainable Art
with "Busted Chair," a constructed coffee table made
from scrapped wood, good enough for your living mom.
Gerard Gagnon, studying for his doctorate at
UMaine in chemical engineering won, the
What They Liked Best award, by the UMaine
Foundation, for "Some Snowflakes." The
framed photograph displayed enlarged
snowflakes. Gagnon had used a microscope
slide to reflect light and a high focus lens to dis-
play the complex symmetry of snowflakes.
Clarissa Livingston, a second-year civil and
environmental student won the Art by a Woman
in Engineering award and an honorable men-
tion for her piece "Parisian Curb on a Dewy
February Morning."
Mike Nickerson, a fourth-year civil environ-
mental engineer presented a work he made in
By Kyle Kernan
highs chool,
"There must be
more to life,"
which was a draw-
ing of a solitary
man at a bar.
' l'essa Roscoe,
a third-year civil
and environmental
engineering stu-
dent was runner-
up in the recycled
materials category
for her piece 'Windstorm, ' a collage of items you would
see on the street during a windy day. She was also the
runner up for the Art by a Woman in Engineering for her
photograph "Finger Weok-r " Roscoe, an aspiring archi-
tect, also majors in Mandarin Chinese. One of her pieces
centered on the life and world of the Chinese people
whom she took on a trip. One of Roscoe's favorite hob-
bies is photography.
Ravildran Bettadapum, an electrical engineering
major, presented several breathtaking photographs of
nature. One included a majestic shot of a waterfall from
his home country. I-k won the award for one of his photo-
graphs, '`Exponential Curve," which displayed a near per-
fect rising curve of the tree line along the Stillwater tiva.
Julie Faloon, a fourth-year engineering student and
art minor, used the exhibit to display art made in other
classes. Iler art included two self-portraits, etched pic-
tures and a beautifully drawn, black and white painting
of a sailboat's silhouette against a sunset. Faloon was
also awarded with the runner up for Most Daring for
"Disguise," and scored second place for her etched pic-
ture of dragonflies soaring around ripples in "Dragonfly
Summer." Faloon hopes to enter architecture school.
The art presented in the show marks a great achieve-
ment in the school of engineering. As the Dean of the
School of Engineering, Dan flumphrey, said, 'This exhib-
it is an example of how engineers use their talents to solve
Earth's problems and look at the world. The profession of
engineering is very creative. Engineering was created by
artists like Leonardo Da Vinci. This exhibit deepens my
appreciation for engineering and this school."
Andrew Prindle + The Maine Campus
The Engineering Art $how, located in the LASST reception area of Barrows Hall, featured the above exhibits. Clockwise from bottom left,
Gerard Gagnon Jr.'s "Stacked RGB," "Modular Origami Tori" by Eva, Wade Shwanda's self portrait, "Icosidodecahedron" by Eva Szillery,
Felicia Graham, and Cameron Steltzer. "Parisian Curb on a Dewy February Momin" by Mark Nickerson, "Paul Bunyan's Pepper Mill" by
Robert Fisher and "Six Intersecting Squares" by Eva J. Szillery.
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Theatre lovers get 'Red-Hot'
Penobscot Theatre Company delivers a comedy with solid acting
By Benjamin Costanzi
The Penobscot Theatre
Company presented 'The Last of
the Red Hot Lovers," a comedy
written by Neil Simon, one of
America's most popular native
playwrights, which will show
through Feb. 17. The company is
located in the Bangor Opera
House, which will be celebrating
its 88th anniversary in May. The
play originally opened on
Broadway in 1969, under the
direction of Robert Moore, and
• ran for 706 performances. It was
then adapted into a 1972 film
starring Alan Arkin and directed
by Gene Saks.
Opening night on Friday was
prefaced with the news that the
theatre has just qualified for
$147,000 in federal grant money.
The show was well attended, but
still perhaps a quarter of the seats
were unoccupied, showing the
significance of this grant. The
Penobscot 'Theatre Co. is a resi-
dent production company, mean-
ing that most of the actors and
crew are local. The performanc-
es were sharp and skillful, fur-
ther demonstrating the need for
such a venue.
The play is set in an apartment
in Manhattan's East 30s, some-
time in the early '60s. It is the
apartment of the central character,
Barney's mother. Barney, played
by Brewer's Rich Kimball —
who also happens to be a com-
mentator for Black Bear football
— is a middle-aged seafood
restaurant owner who is attempt-
ing to have an affair.
Through the three acts of the
play, Barney performs this infi-
delity thrice, each tune with a
different woman in a narrow
afternoon window, dependent
on completion before 5 p.m.
when his mother is set to return
home. The three women, por-
trayed by Joyce Cook-Levy —
a University of Maine Faculty
member — Sarah Jane-Casey
and Jeri Misler, of Winterport,
each serve to illuminate the
intentions of the unfaithful
spouse in a different way.
Barney is by all consideration
a conventional man, and the fact
that he is attempting to seduce
these women at his mother's
apartment is telling. He is con-
stantly wearing a blue suit, drives
a Buick and obsesses over the
possibility of leaving a trace of
having been there for his mother
to fmd. His uprightness comes
into direct collision with his first
suitor, Elaine, a chain-smoking
Italian housewife who becomes
so frustrated by his politeness and
lack of initiative that she storms
out kidding and demanding ciga-
rettes.
His second foray really dates
the play, which premiered just fol-
lowing the summer of love.
Bobbi is a Kiwi, out-of-work
actress-cum-lounge singer, who
shocks and enchants Barney with
her tales of I lollywood and other
tales of being a lascivious
woman. She also introduces him
to some of the herbal mind
expanders of the day.
The third attempt, taking place
within a year of the first, creates
the synthesis of the experience.
Barney invites his best friend's
wife, Jeanette, up with startlingly
somber results compared to the
previous portions of the play,
depending entirely on tight,
snarky dialogue with hilarious sit-
uationally ironic punch lines.
Overall, the cast and crew did a
great job of bringing the humor
and the heart of this play to a res-
onant conclusion.
The Penobscot Theatre
Company is located in the Bangor
Opera House at 131 Main Street
in Bangor. 'The Last of the Red
Hot Lovers" will be running
Thursday through Sunday until
Feb. 17. For tickets, call the box
office at 207-942-3333 or order
online at penobscottheatre.org.
Lord of the rink: Winter Carnival returns
Taking a break from hockey games, Winter carnival entertained UM students
By Lisa Haberzettl
Winter Carnival, sponsored by Greek Life, came
to a swinging end with Friday's Late Night at the
Jnion. Hosted by Campus Activities Board (CAB),
the event featured air-brush tattoos, custom photo
putzles and snow globes, a game tower and an ice-
less skating rink
The skating rink, set up in front of the University
Bookstore, was not ready until 9 p.m. While a slight
draw-back, the hour-long prep time allowed curious
students to check out how the system worked.
The rink was assembled from plastic puzzle-like
pieces, when hammered, were secured together. The
completed pad was wiped dean, and a thin layer of
liquid silicon was spread over the surface.
Participants had only then to sign a release form,
lace on a pair of ice skates — provided at no cost
• and step onto the rink.
Skating on plastic is nothing like skating on ice.
Although one is able to glide easily enough, the
blades don't carve into the plastic as they do with
ice. "It was unique," said Rebecca Bosworth-
Clemens, who was the first person to try out the ice-
less skating rink. "I think it was a good idea"
Equally as popular were the photo snow globes
and puzzles. With Valentine's Day approaching,
couples could take a spot in line and have their pic-
ture inrunortalized in a five-inch plastic snowy ter-
rarium. The booth was popular with larger groups of
friends.
The line for photo puzzles was deceptively short.
While the wait to have pictures taken wasn't long —
maybe two or three minutes - the wait for the fin-
ished product was closer to 20 minutes. Groups
were allowed to pose twice for pictures. Most of the
poses were the standard arm-around-shoulder vari-
ety, but one couple did a small swing-dance routine,
posing with the gentleman holding his lady upside-
down with her feet in the air, both smiling broadly.
Pictures were printed, cropped and heat-pressed
into puzzles. Small cardboard boxes were provided
for puzzle pieces, but most people seemed happy
enough to just walk away admiring their intact puz-
zle.
The wait for air-brush tattoos was long, but worth
it. People could choose from a variety of graphics,
from the stereotypic "mom" heart and tribal motifs
to dragons and bumble bees. 'Ile staff member
operating the booth was friendly and creative.
Tattoos were stenciled on, and the artist shaded or
blended each tattoo for an interesting and pleasing
effect
The "game tower" consisted of two games —
Dance Dance Revolution and Guitar Hero — dis-
played on two wide-screen televisions mounted on
scaffolding-like towers. Interested attendants were
able to sit comfortably on seats and wait for their
own turn to play.
While waiting for their turn to play or skate, or
for their puzzles or snow globes to come out, party-
goers could munch on any variety of the food pro-
vided, including cotton candy, popcorn and choco-
late fondue-covered treats. Soda, water, hot coffee,
tea and cocoa were also provided.
The event lasted four hours, from 8 p.m to mid-
night Late Night witnessed an excellent turnout
Nearly everyone left happy at the end of the night.
www.mainecampus.com
REP THROUGH THE NTATIC
Photo Courtesy of amazon.com
Jack 'static' on release
Jack Johnson, "Sleep Through the Static," 2008
By Andrew Wright
He hit the music scene soon after
teaching himself to play guitar Though
that was the early 2000s and the music
industry has certainly changed over the
past several years, his style has stayed
the same. Jack Johnson and his chilled-
out surfer sound is the hook that has
driven him out of his home in Oahu,
Hawaii, to the stage of the public eye
under the persona of local mit star.
With the fourth studio album out and
a world tour on the way, Johnson is
keeping his mainstream audience
enticed but never satisfied The most
recent album, dubbed "Sleep Through
the Static," harks back to the days when
an artist's CD was based around a sin-
gle idea
"Sleep Through the Static" is the
most relaxed concoction of songs. that
Jack Johnson has released to date,
unfortunately scaling no boundaries.
Johnson sticks with what he knows will
work, weaving immense imagery with
his lullaby styles, adding a touch of pop
antics in when you think he's about to
lose you in "the static."
The songs roll together on this
album keeping the flow going. The sad
part of this aspect is the way it doesn't
allow many of the songs to stand alone.
One will certainly remember songs and
certain pails of the catch phrases, but
one most likely won't be able to stick a
name to most of them specifically.
It's always unfortunate to see that
an artist is sticking to what they
know will work with an audience
they are comfortable with. With "In
Between Dreams," Johnson's third
album, we heard everything from
acousticifolk beach tunes to jazz
electric, nearly MB style dance
songs. On "Sleep 'Through the
Static," all the audience is catered to
a chop up of acoustierock beach
lullabies. Johnson takes a step, albeit
in a somewhat horizontal approach,
towards more mainstream by adding
electric guitar in nearly every song.
Now that the bad stuff is out of the
way, the good parts are still plentiful. If
You happen to be a fan of Jack Johnson,
then the same old, chilled out, yet ener-
gized, feel is still there that everyone
knows and loves. The new electric gui-
tar tracks add an interesting depth that
remind the listener of "F-Stop Blues"
from "Brushfire Fairytales," or
"Fortunate Fool" off of the same album.
`What You Thought You Need" is
an acoustiefolk tune, not unlike
"Taylor" first heard on In Between
Dreams." "If I had Eyes" is a new side
to Johnson with an almost all-electric
feel but still leaving the coveted hip-hop
drums.
One other thing one will hear is Jack
Johnson's voice. I'm not talking about
his vocals; I'm talking about his politi-
cal voice, lire way he uses his "rock
star" imaae and influence to reach his
audience through song is far more
prominent on this latest formula of lis-
tening.
With that said, one will honestly
have to make one's own decision on
the matter. I'm just here to tell you
what to look out for and what to
emphasize when you first look into the
"static." One can find the album at any
local CD shop, or online through
iTunes and the Web site
BrushfireFairytales Records.com.
Grade B-
WHAT TOOK YOU A LIFETIME
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Boston's Lansdowne lands at the Frequency
- Pop rock act conies to UMaine as part of on-going "Frequency- series
By Kegan Zema
The Frequency brought the
Boston-based, alternative pop-
rock band, Lansdowne, to the
North Dining Room in the I. rnion.
Thursday night the band dis-
played great energy and per-
formed a live show to the small —
but cozy — crowd assembled in
the dining room.
The show, scheduled for 8 p.m.,
did not get under way until about
8:30 p.m. Once the guitars were
strapped on and the sound had been
checked, the band started their set
with a bang. Lansdowne, composed
of vocalist Jon Ricci, lead guitarist
Shaun Lichtenstein, rhytlun guitarist
Corey Descheneaux, bassist/vocalist
Josh Magliori and drummer Glenn
Mungo, were a lively group of
young men.
Their sound was characterized
by a great combination of both
melodic and heavy guitar riffs,
pounding drum beats and beauti-
fully crooning vocals. Visually,
they fit the part. Tight jeans and
styled hair were sported by a
couple of the members but in
general, they were dressed casu-
ally, with an obvious rock star
flare. From the first note, the lead
guitarist, Lichtenstein and bassist
Magliori were swinging the gui-
tars back and forth like true per-
formers. Fans of the Guitar Hero
games would have been
impressed by the myriad of
power-stances, guitar swings and
stage jumps exhibited by mem-
bers of the band.
The typical amount of stage ban-
ter was necessary after the first song
to get the band acquainted with their
set-up. I ,ead vocalist Ricci was able
to play to the crowd throughout the
show, inducing a few chuckles and
sharing insights on his song lyrics.
After busting out another cou-
ple tunes with the same pop-rock
energy, they announced to the
crowd that they were kicking off
their nation-wide tour the next
day. The band planned to get up
bright and early to make a 15-
hour trip to Virginia. With the
tour approaching, Lansdowne
was not afraid to try out some
new material on the folks at the
University of Maine.
As the band got more acquainted
with the crowd, their sound settled
into a certain groove. Their vibe was
very reminiscent to other pop-rock
and emo bands such as Fall Out Boy
and Cartel. When asked, Ricci and
Lichtenstein cited their influences as
coming from a multitude of places.
While some band members came to
the band primarily playing heavier
rock, others from a softer back-
ground.
As each song was played, the
musical talent of the group became
increasingly pronounced. Lead gui-
tarist Lichtenstein busted out quite a
few shredding solos and heavy riffs, a
perfect addition to the melodic lines
driving each tune. The drummer,
Mungo, was as talented as he was
enthusiastic. An extra suitcase was
pulled on stage to prevent Mtmgo's
drums from slipping from the sheer
ferocity with which he struck them.
Mungo cited one of his musical idols
as Travis Barker, saying, "It is a little
bit cliche, but he is living the life I
think all drummers aspire to." Barker,
former drummer of Blink-182, and
current drummer for the band -F44,
has been featured on his own reality
show on MTV about his now-ended
maniage to model Sharma Moulder.
As the show wound to a close,
the band finally got some well
deserved audience participation out
of the crowd. The last song featured
a catchy chorus of "whoahs" happi-
ly sung out by the entire crowd.
Ricci commented that he personally
admires the band U2 for their ability
to put on a live show. While Ricci
and the rest of Lansdowne did not
rival the charisma or presence of
Bono and l T2, they certainly tried
their best to please the students gath-
ered there that night.
The band eagerly signed auto-
graphs on CD's, T-shirts and hooded
sweatshirts, while many crowd
members stayed to give their praises
to the band. With a long tour coming
up, the band has admitted they will
need to Fuld plenty of ways to stay
busy. Ricci said they "try their best
to have a good time." Dim-witted
stunts — such as eating whole
spoonfuls of cinnamon — dollar
menu meals and days without show-
ers will be facing the band for the
next few weeks.
I ansdowne, who are not signed
by any label, have their music avail-
able to download on smartpunlc.com
and iTunes. For more information
and to listen to their music, visit
www.myspace.comi lansdowne.
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Want to advertise in The Maine Campus
For the month of February all ads placed by
students, faculty, and campus organizations are
HALF PRICE!
Ads starting as low
as $10 per issue
Connect with a
weekly readership of
10,000
E-mail ads@mainecampus.com for more info
Horoscopes
Aries
March 21 to April 20
You will manage to solve difficult
tasks at work. Choose your words
carefully when talking to colleagues
and superiors! Try to rest more!
Taurus
April 21 to May 20
In the afternoon your loved one
could get upset because lately you
have been acting like you were mar-
ned to your job. You may want to
talk it over openly.
Gemini
May 21 to June 21
In the morning you may be nervous,
and will strive to complete an impor-
tant task. Be careful about your ten-
dency to criticize everybody around!
Cancer
June 22 to July 22
Today might be a hectic day, with a
lot on your plate. Don't worry: you
will have what it takes to solve them
all. You have good chances to suc-
ceed, since you are hard-working
and determined.
Leo
July 23 to August 22
You are decided to finally solve
some long-postponed domestic
issues. To this end you will have to
run several errands and spend a
significant amount of money.
Virgo
Aug. 23 to Sept 22
You will tend to take too many
risks. Be cautious and avoid push-
ing your luck! Today is a favorable
•time for trips in a family interest.
Money may come from where you
least expect it.
Libra
Sept 23 to Oct. 23
You usually get fully involved in
everything you do. Today you will be
inspired and capable of devising
stimPssful future plans. You will
have the chance to start new activi-
ties that will allow you to ansprt your-
self in society. Your friends and
loved one will support you.
Scorpio
Oct. 24 to Nov. 22
You will be full of energy and capa-
ble of making intensive efforts. You
should, however, remain careful and
spare yourself. In the afternoon you
will either have guests from out of
town or pay a visit to a friend.
Sagittarius
Nov. 23 to Dec. 21
Significant changes might occur
today, especially in business or in
your career. You have good
chances to strengthen friendships.
Your communication skills are excel-
lent and the time is right for joining
new partnerships.
Capricorn
Dec. 22 to Jan. 20
Its time to implement old projects,
especially in business. You have
good chances to earn a lot of money
and assert yourself in society.
Aquarius
Jan. 21 to Feb. 19
You will manage to make the
changes that you have planned for
home. You can be simassful in all
sorts of domestic activities.
Pisces
Feb. 20 to March 19
This is a good time for working out
new business plans. There's nice
money waiting for you in the near
future.
the
Boxer Romps
maine campus
By Alicia Mullins
Look at all the letters we've
received from people who were
outraged that Boxer Romps
wasn't in the last issue of The
Maine Campus!
3-Dollar Narwhal
Uh... I don't see
any letters, Tyler...
Exactly! I think I'm going to have
a little chat with our mail carrier,
because this is EGREGIOUS.
This comic is
egregious.
Missed an episode of Boxer Romps? Visit boxerromps.blogspot.com
By Alana Brown
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Last - Ditch Effort
An Original Comic
Missed a smattering of 3-Dollar Narwhal? Visit http://www.3dollarnarwhal.blogspot.com
By John Kroes
By Maybe You 
Do you think you're PONE
Do you think you're good with a Rencil, pun or pixel?
Prove it and you could have your own original comic published in
the maine campus.
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ACROSS
1. Not second
6. Boat
10. Pimples
14. Muse of lyric poetry
15. Bucket
16. Midday
17. One who dines
18. Pearly-shelled mussel
19. Fortitude
20. Leering
22. If you would?
24. Select
25. A certain grade school textbook
26. A woman with light-colored hair
29. Sharpen by rubbing
30. Cornice
31. Planning a time and place for events
37. Braid or plait
39. Gardening tool
40. Risk or danger
41. Feelings
44. Part of a chromosome
45. A soggy mass
46. Came up
48. Connoted
52. Monkeys
53. Dishes of tomatoes and greens
54. Without blemish
58. Not odd
59. A movable barrier
61. US symbol
62. Absorb written material
63. Wild African sheep
64. Ermine
65. Stops
66. Shout
67. Examinations
ANSWER KEY FOUND ON PAGE 16
DOWN
1. Charges
2. Modern day Persia
3. Charge per unit
4. The severity of an incline
5. Fiery
6. Mettle
7. Execute using a gallows
8. Three in Roman numerals
9. Plunked
10. Celestial being
11. They form reefs
12. Dissonant sound
13. Go inside
21. Freezes
23. Ease
25. Luster
26. Wagers
27. Roman household god
28. Baking appliance
29. A cry of exultation
32. Infant
33. Make laws
34. Angers
35. Three times three
36. Singer _ Campbell
38. Full of flavor
42. A workday
43. Toadfish
47. Take an exam again
48. A valley in France
49. Expert
50. Beg
51. Territories
52. Spring month
54. The immaterial part of a person
55. Psyches
56. A thin strip of wood
57. Collections
60. Mineral bearing rock
Alit4a Girl 
On the weekends, my friends and I get together
and play a little football. There's one guy "Dan"
that plays and always smacks everyone's butt when
a good play is made. I don't know about ths other
guys, but this really bugs me. How do I tell him?
I don't know why guys tend to do that, but you see
professional athletes tapping one another's rears when
something good happens or they want to get pumped
up or whatever. Probably Dan has seen this done and
thinks it's a good way to congratulate the team, though,
personally, I would rather receive a high five. He
probably doesn't mean anything by doing it, but if it
really bothers you, just ask him if he could keep his
hands to himself. Don't confront him in front of the
other guys; you'll just embarrass both of you. Talk to
him sometime when you are alone. If he really won't
lay off, you can always tell him you have a contagious
infection on your butt.
SUDOKU PUZZLE
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Daily SuDoku: Fri 8-Feb-2008
HOW TO PLAY
• Each row (horizontal line) must have numbers 1-9 in any
order but each digit can only appear once.
easy
• Each column (vertical line) must have numbers 1-9 in any
order but each digit can only appear once.
• Each 3x3 box must have numbers 1-9 in any order but
each digit can only appear once.
There is only one correct answer!
I have a job, get a fair wage, and work about 20
hours a week. But it seems like whenever I get
paid, I blow my money. Got any savings tips?
If you don't have one already, open up a savings
account at a reputable bank with a high interest rate.
Or if you do have an account but tend to take money
out of it, open one that is specifically for saving, or for
paying certain, bigger things like your tuition. Decide
on a certain percentage of your paycheck that you
would like to save, and deposit it each week. Creating
a budget may also help. There are plenty of programs
and online sites with tips on creating a budget. In your
budget you can decide what percentage of your cash
you will use for bills, savings, and for fun. Don't for-
get to let yourself have a little spending money to have
some fun each week, or you'll resent saving. Just
don't let yourself go overboard with your spending. If
you have trouble controlling your spending, see if a
friend or one of your parents will help you out by
reminding you to deposit each week or encourage pos-
itive progress. Good luck - saving now will defi-
nitely pay off in the future.
vocals," NOT *HOUGH ART IN OUR "Hoots.
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NO WONDER PEOPLE THINK
LOUIS ARMSTRONG
WAS THE FIRST MAN TO
WALK ON THE MOON.
There is a girl I like. We have talked and gone on a
few dates. But when we're in class, she acts like she
doesn't even know me. I try to talk to her or sit next
to her, but she always gets up and moves. If I see her
out of class, she is as friendly as can be. Why does she
act like this?
Maybe she thinks you are a distraction during class
and she can't sit next to you and still get work done, or
maybe she is trying to get the attention of someone else in
class and she doesn't want to be seen with you in a "cou-
ple" situation (hopefully that's not the case). Sometime
when you're out of class and it is a good time to have a
conversation, ask her what's up, or see if she'd like to sit
with you next class. Perhaps she'll reveal to you what the
problem is and you can work together to fix it. If she
avoids answering you, or flat out lies, something's up and
your relationship probably isn't going anywhere.
Little brother driving you crazy? Parents on your
back? Snooping girlfriend?
advice....gurl@post.com
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Basketball
from page 20
Socoby, with five points.
UMaine out-rebounded the
Wildcats 47-36 and was led by
Socoby, who had 29 points and
10 rebounds. Owes tossed in 20
points and dished four assists,
while Brian Andre narrowly
missed a double-double with
10 points and eight rebounds.
UNH had four players score in
double figures and were led by
Tyrese Gibbs with 20 points
and Eric Gilchrese with 16
points and five assists.
Earlier in the week, UMaine
was defeated 69-67 by
Hartford. Socoby led Maine
with 20 points in the loss,
while Owes added 14 points.
First-year Sean McNally
chipped in with 13 points.
Hartford was led by Joe
Zeglinski with 20 points and
Morgan Sabia with 15 points.
The Black Bears return to
action this Thursday when they
host Albany at Alfond Arena at
7 p.m.
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Upcoming Events
Wednesday, Feb. 13
Women's Basketball
7:30 p.m.
vs. Albany
in Orono
Thursday, Feb. 14
Men's Basketball
7 p.m.
vs. Albany
in Orono
Saturday, Feb. 16 Sunday, Feb 17
Women's Basketball
Noon
vs. Stony Brook
in Orono
Women's Ice Hockey
7 p.m.
vs. Boston College
in Orono
Women's Hockey
2 p.m.
vs. Boston College
in Orono
Men's/Women's
Swimming
Feb. 14-17
America East
Championships
in Orono
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With UCU's NEW online account opening program
it's easier than ever to loin' Already a member?
Expand your UCU relationship by opening additional
accounts online!
Log on to www.ucu.maine.edu and click
Become a Member for more information
www ucu edu • 800-696-8626
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Thrrr and Out
By Sean Hladick, Jonathon Madore and Steven Moran
From the minds of WIVIF13's sports talk show, `Three and Out." We
will be bringing you three hot topics from the world of sports. It's your
weeldy pill for instant sports relief.
First Down: Suprise Delivery in the Desert
One of the best childhood experiences is waking up on ones' birthday
and rushing downstairs to open presents. It is the surprise of the unex-
pected that truly makes it thrilling. Well, Steve Kerr just got the Phoenix
Suns a 7-foot-1, 32.5 lb. present. In a deal that was absolutely surprising
and borderline ridiculous, the Suns shipped star forward Shawn Marion
and Marcus Banks to the Miami Heat in return for Shaquille O'Neal.
Three years ago this would have been a brilliant trade, shoring up the
porous Phoenix Defense, while giving them a go-to post player. Yet the
soon-to-be 36-year-old O'Neal has shown serious signs of slowing down.
Bothered by a hip injury, his 14.2 points and 7.8 rebounds per game aver-
ages are career-lows and the self-proclaimed "Big Aristotle" will be miss-
ing his first All-Star game in over a decade.
Citing locker room issues and an inability to re-sign Marion in the near
future, the Suns feel justified in the trade. Critics claim it is a panic move
to try and counter the Los Angeles Lakers newly improved front court
They argue that Shaq is over the hill and will hinder the fast-paced Suns
offensive attack
The gigantic, self-proclaimed philosopher disagrees. He answered
critics stating, "You just don't really want to get me upset When I'm
upset, I'm known to do certain things - like win championships."
Whether this is true or not is still to be seen. This surprise is sure to keep
the fans in the desert intrigued for the remainder of the season.
- Steve
Second Down: Back to Good
I've never been so happy to see Duke win. Sure, I'm disappointed my
Tar Heels lost to the Dukies last Wednesday night Ty Lawson missed the
game with a high ankle - as Al Michaels would say - and the Heels
offense was never able to get into a groove against the Blue Devils.
Carolina was able to keep it close for most of the game and I'm confident
that a Lawson led Tar heels team can beat Duke in a couple of WeekS.
What is more important about this game was its timing: It was played
three days after the Super Bowl and it could not have been at a better time,
Alla the Patriots loss in Super Bowl XIII, I, like many other PatS thnsI
know, went into a sports cocoon. No SportsCenter No Mike and Mike.
No PH and, the most difficult of all, no ESPN.com.
Tuesday's. show was rough because I was forced to talk about the
Giants and Pats and I needed something big to get me out of this funk.
INC versus Duke was the "more cowbell" to my sports fever. The emo-
tion, the intensity, the yelling and the dedication all add up to a winning
combination.
Thursday I turned the TV back on -ESPN, Channel 26. Crap. Why is
David Tyree still making the rounds?! can't wait for baseball season.
- John
Third Down: This Oriole is Hying to Seattle this Spring
It took weeks of minors and reports, but it's finally here - the Erik
Bedard trade. The live-for-one deal sent the Baltimore Orioles' left-hand-
ed ace to the Seattle Mariners in exchanoe for a group of prospects head-
lined by center fielder Adam Jones.
This trade, while not seemingly important to the average Red Sox or
Yankees fan, does two dramatic things to the American League landscape.
First, it puts Baltimore into a full-scale rebuilding mode. They shipped
away the last of their two big pieces this off-season - Miguel Tejada and
Bedard - and are now stocked with top prospeas. In two-to-three years,
with the right amount of coaching and development, the Orioles may no
longer be bottom feeders, but may be challenging for the AL Fast crown.
Second, this trade makes Seattle dangerous. They now have a legiti-
mate ace in Bedard, who went 13-5 with a 3.16 ERA on a bad Orioles
team, paired with a phenom 21-year-old pitcher in Felix Hernandez who
went 14-7 with a 3.92 ERA last seasons. To make matters worse, or bet-
ter depending on your fandom, the two will be anchored by one of the
game's best closers, J.J. Put& who had 40 saves last year — second in the
AL.
"I know it seems like a long time coming, but these are high-stakes
deals. And we are getting one hell of a player," said Mariners' General
Manager Bill Bavasi to the Associated Press.
Not only did they make a great deal, but they know it. Baseball often
turns into an arms race and with Johan Santana headed to the NL, the Red
Sox now have a serious threat to their AL pitching dominance.
- Sean
Out:
You can catch us each Tuesday from 7 a.m. to 9 am. and Sunday from
8 a.m. to 10 am. on 91.9FM, WMEB or read us each week right here in
the Maine Campus. From Sean, John and Steve, we are three and we are
Sout
„'
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Swimming
from page 20
the distance freestyle events.
"He'll probably do well in
the 500 mile and the 200 fly,"
said senior co-captain Mike
Goede.
Goede, who has been swim-
ming sprint freestyle events
through his career, will com-
pete in sprint freestyle and
backstroke events. John Quinn
is also a swimmer who has
fared well so far this season in
freestyle sprint events.
Finally, diver Keith Burgie
is one to watch on the boards.
By placing in the top two in
almost every meet this season,
Burgie will be fierce competi-
tion for other divers.
"[Burgie] is probably the
best guy we have on the guy's
team," Goede said.
Isaac Forbes is close behind
Burgie in the standings and is
another UMaine diver to
watch.
"Championships is the most
exciting time of the year,"
Miller said, "Not only do we
swim our fastest, we also have
the most fun. In the past this is
when the team has really come
together and given each other
the support they deserve."
If qualifying times are met,
UMaine swimmers and divers
will travel in March to compete
in the Eastern College Athletic
Conference (ECAC) in
Pennsylvania.
Pond
from page 20
also seen a rise in popularity of
skating on outdoor rinks. Just a
couple of weeks ago, Campus
Recreation was generous
enough to create their annual
outdoor rink directly behind
Kennebec Hall on Lengyl field.
Since its completion, students
have been constantly skating
on it.
Not only is there one right
on campus, but there is also an
outdoor rink with full boards
right behind the Orono High
School — which gets much
more skating action.
As soon as I found out about
their rink, I went to go check it
out and was blown away. I
arrived behind the Orono
schools to see it. There were
people of all ages playing
hockey on it. The ice was
smoother than any other I had
skated on before. With two
rinks in close vicinity of cam-
pus, I want to formulate a team
that plays outdoor hockey
every Sunday — just like the
movie, "Mystery Alaska."
Pepin
from page 20
he was selected 61st overall by
the Chicago Blackhawks in the
2006 NHL Draft. The last two
summers he has traveled to
Chicago to participate in their
developmental camp, where he
skated with the likes of current
NHL young stars Patrick Kane
and Jonathan Toews. Danis-
Pepin hopes that this experi-
ence and his time at UMaine
can help him accomplish his
dream of playing in the NHL.
"That's definitely the ulti-
mate goal and playing at Maine
is a huge part of it," Danis-
Pepin said. "I'm just going to
keep working on all the small
things and take advantage of
everything Maine has to offer
for my development."
Wherever Danis-Pepin ends
up, you can be sure he'll be
singing his favorite jams,
brightening up his teammates
and making a difference on the
ice.
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Rebekah Rhodes • The Maine Campus
UMaine's Rob Bellamy looks to take the puck from UNH. The Black Bears lost 3-2 on Friday.
Hockey
from page 20
Fornataro collected the puck in
front of the net and slid it past
Bishop to give the Wildcats the
two-goal lead. Again, UMaine saw
some chances at the end of the peri-
od, but couldn't manufacture any
goals. Through two periods, the
fighting Black Bears had yet to find
the back of the net, as UNH went
into the locker room with a com-
manding two-goal lead.
UMaine got some chances early
in the period, but Regan again came
up huge with some quick saves.
Then, just past the seven-minute
mark, the Wildcats struck again, as
Danny Dries fired a puck past
Bishop to give UNH a command-
ing three-goal lead. Then, filially,
the Black Bears were able to find
the twine. With a scramble of play-
ers in front of the net, UMaine for-
ward Jeff Marshall laid out into a
superman dive to poke the puck
past Regan and get UMaine on the
scoreboard.
One minute later, Mike Radja
found Bishop out of the net trying
to clear the puck and slid the puck
into the empty net to secure the 4-1
win for UNH.
"Regan is one heck of a goalie
and for the most part they defended
their goalie better than we defended
ours, and they capitalized on their
chances," said Head Coach Tim
Whitehead. .1
With a handful of games left, the
Black Bears need to come together
as a team to win some crucial
Hockey East games in the coming
weeks. Next weekend, the fighting
Black Bears will take a road nip
down to Boston University for a
Hockey East showdown. When
asked what his team must do to win
against BU, Coach Whitehead said,
"We have to find a way to manu-
facture goals, BU has a talented
team, it's going to be an exciting
weekend."
WANED:
SPORTS WRITERS
(columnists, feature writers, reporters)
- Get important publication experience
- Be more involved than most fans
- Interview your favorite players
- Express your thoughts on the sports world
Writing or reporting experience preferred but not
required. For more information, contact sports editor
Dana Bulba via FirstC lass
(dana.bulba@umit.maine.edu)
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Player Profile
Hometown:
Winnipeg, Canada
Major/minor:
Kinesiology - coaching
and teaching
Favorite class:
Methods of teaching
and coaching
Toughest class:
Biology 100
Favorite sport
watch: Hockey
Jenna Ouellette
Sophomore
Women's Hockey
Forward
Your happiest
moment in sports:
to Winning the Provincial
Championship for hockey
and soccer
Favorite pro athlete:
Martin St. Louis
Favorite pro sports
team(s): Team Canada
Sporting event you
most look forward to:
Stanley Cup playoffs
and Winter Olympics
Funniest person on
your team: Jennie Gallo;
she doesn't always say
the smartest things and
it's funny
Your dream job:
Personal trainer who
works with elite hockey
players
Favorite food:
Cereals of all different
kinds
Best travel destina-
tion: Hawaii
Best board/computer
game: Scene It
Favorite activity in
free time: Spending
time with friends and
family. Oh, and playing
Guitar Hero.
Favorite television
show: Friends and
Grey's Anatomy
Favorite movie: Elf
Music that gets you
pumped before a game:
Any kind of music is
good for me.
ifitsvs NOT ENOUGH ART IN OUR SCHOOL&
GNIN01"Z
NO WONDER PEOPLE THINK
LOUIS ARMSTRONG
WAS THE FIRST MAN TO
WALK ON THE MOON.
Executive Elections
President and Vice President 
111
Papers will be available in the Student Government office
Monday, February 4th and will be
due Friday, February 15th at 3:00pm.
Election will be held the last week prior to Spring Break.
All candidates must be undergraduate, activity-fee paying members of the
on-campus student body.
All candidates must reside on campus throughout the entirety of their term.
All candidates must submit a petition containing the signatures of at least 50
members of the on-campus student body.
All candidates must follow the FEPC guidelines.
*For more information please contact Justin Labonte on FirstClass
or call the ROC office at 581-1765.
Breathing fresh air
Could outdoor hockey draw fans at UM?
By Caleb Savage
Before the Zamboni and
boards circling rinks, the only
surface anyone played hockey
on was that of ponds and
rivers. Growing up, I would
play pond hockey religiously
on my friend's outdoor rink. If
I wasn't playing hockey there,
I would be down the street on
my friend's cranberry bogs,
which were frozen over during
the winter. Cranberry bogs and
manmade rinks can never live
up to the hype
of playing on
an actual
pond.
When tem-
peratures dip
below freez-
ing, every
hockey player
in my town
would be out
playing pond
hockey. On
weekends
when teams didn't have prac-
tice, skaters could be found out
on the pond.
If coaches even began spec-
ulating that their team had been
playing pond hockey, they
would be irate. If a team's per-
formance began looking slop-
py, coaches would constantly
be heard saying, "It looks like
you guys are playing on a pond
out there." Not only is pond
hockey disorganized, but it
also makes blades on skates go
from good to bad very quickly.
On Jan. 1, 2008 the world-
wide watchers of hockey saw
the first-ever professional
hockey game played outside.
The NHL turned the Buffalo
Bills stadium into an outdoor
rink. The game was between
the Buffalo Sabres and the
Pittsburgh Penguins, showcas-
ing the face of hockey, Sidney
Crosby.
Not only was it the first
game outdoors for the NEIL,
Talk of a possible [hockey]
game at Fenway Park caught
my attention. If this were ever
to happen, it would be one of
the greatest sporting events
ever to happen in the city of
Boston.
attendance for the game
reached record levels, as more
than 70,000 fans came to
watch. This game was one of
the best things to happen to the
NHL since I can remember.
The Penguin's young phe-
nomenon Crosby didn't let fans
down as he put on a show. He
hit the puck up with his stick
past the defense in one play
that left me astonished.
Then the skies opened up for
the most epic scenario — it
started to snow during the third
period. This is
what hockey
was always
about before
there were
arenas to hold
the rinks. The
game ended in
the most clas-
sic fashion: it
went into a
shootout.
Guess who
got the game
winner? It was none other than
superstar Sidney Crosby.
After the first outdoor NHL
game, speculation about other
outdoor hockey games had
begun to surface on sports
shows the following morning.
Talk of a possible game at
Fenway Park caught my atten-
tion. If this were to ever hap-
pen, it would be one of the
greatest sporting events in the
city of Boston. Obviously, the
Boston Bruins would be the
hosting team and hopefully
their opponent would be their
arch-rivals, the Montreal
Canadians. The rink at Fenway
would result with the ice start-
ing at home plate and continu-
ing diagonally from home plate
to the deepest part in the out-
field. If this game does occur, I
would without hesitation go to
all means to find a way to be in
the stands.
The University of Maine has
See POND on page 16
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CLASSIFIEDS
,Rooms for Rent
2 min. walk from UMO
$400.00 all utilities included
866-7888 grad students
University Bartending
Classes Start Soon!
1-800-U-CAN-MIX
www.universitybartending.com
SIGN UP NOW!!!
WANTED-To buy.
Used Laptop with Windows XP
And Microsoft Office
866-4786
Spring Break 08
The Ultimate Party
Lowest Prices
Reps Wanted
Free Travel & Cash
www.sunsplashtours.com
1-800-426-7710
Spring Break '08
The Ultimate Party
Lowest Prices
Free Meal/ Drinks
By Nov. 1
www.sunsplashtours.com
1-800-426-7710
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To submit your classified ad, please call us at 581-1271
or visit our office, 131 Memorial Union
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Danis-Pepin, future star
As UMaine hockey's youngest player, Simon shines
By Kevin Ryan
Being 6' 7" has always made it hard
for Simon Danis-Pepin to blend in.
Combine that with his larger-than-life
personality and the University of Maine
third-year defenseman will stand out in
any situation.
The biggest place he has stood out
this year has been on the ice. Still the
youngest player on the men's ice hock-
ey team at 19, Danis-Pepin has already
set career highs in goals and points this
season, while tying his career high for
assists. Each year UMaine has seen
drastic improvements for the Vaudreuil-
Dorion, Quebec native. As the youngest
player in the league his first-year, he
skated in 23 games without scoring a
goal. Last year, Danis-Pepin made
strides as he played in all 40 games,
scoring two goals and adding four
assists.
"I just feel a lot more confident out
there. Every year I've just felt more
comfortable playing my style of game,"
Danis-Pepin said.
While his game on the ice has been
exceptional, he's also emerged as a
leader in the locker room. There are
many among Black Bear Nation that
feel he could become the program's
youngest captain next season.
"Peps [Danis-Pepin] is the glue that
molds this team together," said sopho-
more forward David de Kastrozza.
"He'd give the shirt of his back to you
any day,"
As if being a leader and premiere
player on the Black Bears isn't enough,
Danis-Pepin also finds the time to be an
excellent student. An advertising major
and business minor, Danis-Pepin
achieved a 3.33 GPA for 2007. Earlier
this semester, he was honored as a
UMaine Scholar-Athlete for maintain-
ing a 3.0 or better grade point average
for the 2007 year.
"School has always been really
important to me. Hockey is my passion,
but I do need to get away from it once in
a while, and that's where school comes
in and lets me get away for some time,"
Danis-Pepin said.
While he brings intensity and passion
to hockey and school, Danis-Pepin is
known by his teammates as one of the
more outgoing characters on the squad.
Danis-Pepin drives a 1997 Honda
Minivan, which resembles something a
soccer mom would drive as opposed to a '
hockey player. He listens to his iPod in
his van, which features artists ranging
from Lil' Wayne to Britney Spears.
Some people might get embarrassed
about driving an old minivan through
campus, but not Danis-Pepin.
"Wheeling around campus on a
sunny day listening to some sick jams is
just something I really enjoy doing,"
Danis-Pepin said.
His upbeat style provides a big boost
for the morale of a struggling squad that
is currently in ninth place in Hockey
East.
"Every day in the locker room,
whether we win or lose, he's the first to
prance around in his shades singing the
song he just heard on the radio," de
Kastrozza said.
Danis-Pepin hopes this optimism can
help propel him to the next level of
hockey. Danis-Pepin is the highest
drafted member of the Black Bears, as
See PEPIN on page 16
Men's Ice Hockey
Saturday, Feb. 9
UM - I
UNH - 4
Friday, Feb. 8
UM - 2
UNH - 3
Scoreboard
Women's Ice Hockey Wednesday, Feb. 6
UM -67
Hartford - 69Saturday, Feb. 9
UM - 4
Northeastern - 2
Friday, Feb. 8
UM - 2
Northeastern - 3
Men's Basketball
Saturday, Feb. 9
UM - 75
UNH - 72
Women's Basketball
Saturday, Feb. 9
UM -59
UMBC - 69
UNIVERSITY OF MAINL ATHLETICS
BREAST CANCER AWARENESS
SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 18, 2008
Wear Pink at these Events to help show your
WOMEN'S BASKETBALL
Wks
MAINE VS S •NY BROOK
NOON - ALFOND ARENA
OTHER EVENTS THIS WEEK:
WOMEN'S BASKETBALL MEN'S AND WOMEN'S SWIMMING 
MAINE vs ALBANY AMERICA EAST CHAMPIONSHIPS!
WED. FEB. 13T" THURSDAY - SUNDAY
7:30 P.M. - ALFOND ARENA FEBRUARY 14TH-17TH
MEN'S BASKETBALL ALL DAY - EACH DAY
WALLACE POOL - MEMORIAL GYMMAINE VS ALBANY
THURS. FEB 14TM
7 P.M. ALFOND ARENA
CHECK OUT THE BLACK BEARS ON THE WEB AT
GOBLACKBEARS.COM
WOMEN'S HOCKEY 
MAINE VS BC
SATURDAY & SUNDAY
FEB. 16" & 17T"
7 P.M. & 12 P.M.
ALFOND ARENA
this Valentines Pay, declare your
true feelings in the Tlay edition of
The Maine Campus!
Share your feelings with
that special someone!
(30 - word limit)
E-mail your messages to:
production@mainecampus.com
All proceeds go to benefit Spruce Run
Nineteen-year-old Simon Danis-Pepin potential leader
for UMaine Men's Hockey in next season.
THE MAINE CAMPUS
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UNH's Radja earns hat trick against UMaine
Bears fall to rival Wildcats twice over weekend, chances at making Hockey East playoffs deflating
Rebekah Rhodes + The Maine Campus
The Black Bears celebrate Simon Danis-Pepin's opening goal on
Friday. UM lost 3-2 despite outshooting the UNH 15-8 in the first period.
By Caleb Savage
The University of New
Hampshire Wildcats came to town
this weekend to add another page to
the historic rivalry with the
University of Maine. The full-
capacity crowd saw the Black
Bears drop two heartbreaking
games against UNH.
On Friday night, they dropped a
nail-biter as UNH came out on top
in a close contest by a score of 3-2.
On Saturday night, the Wildcats
opened up on all cylinders and
dominated the Black Bears, taking
the game 4-1. UMaine dropped to
8-15-3 overall and 4-12-3 in
Hockey East action. Both games
saw outstanding performances
from both teams' goaltenders,
although UNH's goaltender Kevin
Regan got the upper hand.
"Regan played two strong
games and that's why he's one of
the best in the country," said
UMaine goaltender Ben Bishop.
On Friday night, both teams
sought to pick up some crucial
points in Hockey East standings.
Both goaltenders made big saves
early to keep the game even. Regan
came up huge for UNH as he made
a quick glove save from a shot
inside the circles. With just four
minutes left in the opening period,
UMaine shuck first. Simon Danis-
Pepin fired a missile from the point
and beat Regan to put the Black
Bears ahead 1-0. Then as teams bat-
tled out in the last couple of minutes
in the first period, the UMaine
defense made some mistakes with
little time left on the clock. With a
mere 20 seconds left on the clock,
UN!-! forward Mike Radja fired a
shot from the circles and beat
Bishop to tie up the game at one
apiece.
In hockey, a goal can be scored
in the blink of an eye, and UNH
found a way to accomplish this.
Just 16 seconds passed before
Radja found the back of the net
again and gave UNH a 2-1 lead
heading into the locker room.
'The 1 INI-1 offense tested Bishop
early in the second period with
some big saves. Then, just before
the 10-minute marker, UMaine for-
ward Andrew Sweetland carried the
puck around Regan and fired the
puck into the empty net to tie the
game at two goals apiece. Again,
Men's Hockey
;UM 2
;UNH 3
;UM 1
;UNH 4
with about seven minutes left in the
second, "Big" Ben Bishop blocked
away a shot on a breakaway. Both
teams tried to muster in a goal, but
both Regan and Bishop played well
for their teams.
With just under a minute left,
Bishop made unbelievable glove
saves on several shots. Travis
Ramsey helped out his goalie as he
got down on his knees and blocked
a UNH shot away to preserve the
tie. When asked about Ramsey's
shot block Bishop replied, "We
work on it in practice, and it's nice
to see it happen in games."
With the game tied up at two,
both UNH and UMaine came into
the third period trying to gamer a
couple of points in Hockey East
standings. With just under seven
minutes left in the last period, Radja
struck once again for UNII and tal-
lied the eventual game-winner for
the Wildcats to make the game 3-2.
With a couple of minutes left in
the game, UMaine saw some
chances in front of the net but
couldn't elevate the puck above
Regan's pads.
"Every game is do or die, the
end of the season is the playoffs for
us," UMaine forward Andrew
Sweetland said.
On Saturday night, round two
saw a few more fans show up for
the biggest rivalry in college hock-
ey. Just like the first game, both
goalies were tested early and made
some quick, early saves. UMaine
went on the power play first, but
failed to capitalize. The Black
Bears got some last-minute chances
late in the period, but Regan shut
the door to preserve the tie.
Unlike round one, where
UMaine struck first, this time UNI1
would get on the scoreboard first.
Early in the second period, UNII
forward Bob Butler took a quick
shot from the slots and it deflected
off Ramsey's stick to beat Bishop
and give the Wildcats the lead 1-0.
Later on in the period, in a 4-on-
4 situation, UNH forward Matt
See HOCKEY on page 16
Swimming AE Championships
Pending Orono meet to decide America East conference leaders
By Dana Bulba
The University of Maine's
men's and women's swimming
and diving teams are gearing
up for this week's America
East Championships. The
Black Bears will host the four-
day event beginning on
Thursday at Wallace Pool. The
University of Vermont, Boston
University, SUNY Stony
Brook, SUNY Binghamton, the
University of New Hampshire
and University of Maryland
Baltimore-County will all be in
attendance.
UMaine's 2006-2007 season
ended with a 4-6 record for the
women, while the men went 1-
7. Despite the less than stellar
records, standout performances
by key swimmers and divers
are expected to shine through
during championships.
Leading the women this sea-
son was junior Courtney
Healey. Healey has been domi-
nating the backstroke events
and in December was named
America East Women's
Swimming Performer of the
Week.
Miller has had another
tremendous season swimming
for the Black Bears. Last year
she was named the team's Most
Valuable Performer after
breaking school records in the
1000 and 1650 freestyle events
and in the 800 freestyle relay
with teammates Shpaizer,
Aquatics
Chovanec and Wolters. This
season, Miller has been follow-
ing the same track, as she was
recently named America East
Women's Swimming Performer
of the Week and has been plac-
ing in the top spots.
"I don't think it's a stretch
to say the team swam faster
this season than we ever have
before. Some of the athletes are
going into championships with
faster times than they swain at
championships last year," jun-
ior Colleen Miller said. "If, and
when, they are able to improve
off those times, it's going to be
exciting to watch."
Sophomore Kerstin Fenton,
who transferred from San Jose
State this year, has also been a
standout for the Black Bears,
swimming in freestyle sprint
and fly events.
"This season has gone really
well for us, nearly everyone is
going into the meet faster than
they were last year at this time
so we are definitely ready to
see some great things happen
this week," Fenton said.
In addition, senior co-cap-
tain Kiki O'Donnell has been
swimming strong in a variety
of events this season. She is
currently ranked ninth in the
conference in the 400-IM
event.
On the men's side, sopho-
more Cully Wakelin dominated
the short distance freestyle
events so far this season and
should place near the top this
week.
First-year Jeremy Bender has
also stood out while competing in
See SWIMMING on page 16
UM edges out UNH
Socoby leads Black Bears past UNH in OT
By Danny Bartlett
Three days after dropping a
close decision to the Hartford
Hawks, the University of
Maine men's basketball team
rebounded with a 75-72 victory
over the University of New
Hampshire. The Black Bears
improved to 7-16
(3-7 in confer-
ence play), while
the Wildcats
dropped to 7-16
(4-7 in confer-
first half of play and was in
complete control. The second
half was a different story, as
UNH came out looking like an
entirely different team. Down
by 18 and with 16:19 remain-
ing in the game, the Wildcats
began cutting into the deficit.
UNH used a 23-4 run over the
  next nine min-
Men's Basketball
UM
ence play). UNH
UMaine came  
75
72
out firing from the get-go and
took an early 18-6 lead after
the first five minutes of play.
UNH tried to cut into the lead
repeatedly but the Black Bears
always had an answer. That
answer was sophomore guard
Mark Socoby, who had 21
points in the first half alone.
Socoby closed out the half with
eight straight points to give
UMaine the 45-28 advantage.
The scoreboard showed that
UMaine had dominated the
utes, which
included a seven-
minute scoring
drought by
UMaine, to take a
53-52 lead. The
scoring went
back and forth the rest of the
way and it took a free throw by
Socoby with 26 seconds
remaining to send the game
into overtime.
The two teams entered over-
time notched at 60-60.
UMaine took the lead with
three minutes remaining in
extra time and never looked
back. The Black Bears were
led in overtime by Kaimondre
Owes with eight points, and
See BASKETBALL on page 16
